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I will start with my own example, where few years back one of my residents was presen�ng a paper in a 
conference. At then end of the presenta�on, a colleague from the audience stood up and indicated that 
he has done work on similar lines and have published it too and that the presenta�on failed to cite it. 
Later I came to know that the said reference was included in the paper submission we had made, and due 
credit was given, however due to �me constraints for free paper presenta�on, the resident had omi�ed 
the cita�ons. This was an oversight at my end, and we apologised to the said colleague too. This was my 
first encounter with this par�cular theory and although it was not inten�onal, I could understand how an 
author will feel if his relevant papers are not cited by peers. 
Later, while in conversa�on with seniors, this topic would o�en come up, where a senior would claim 
that he has been presen�ng a technique or a theory for many years and has has recently seen a paper 
publica�on from another part of the country. He knew that the authors borrowed the concept from his 
work but have failed to cite him even as personal communica�on. Although they could not officially have 
any claims since they did not publish it any peer reviewed journal, but they did freely share the 
knowledge with peers and to them this non cita�on did feel quite unfair. A feeling similar to an 'academic 
betrayal' lingered in their minds. Ethically too this goes against the second clause of the modern 
rendi�on of Hippocra�c oath which states that 'I will respect the hard-won scien�fic gains of those 
physicians in whose steps I walk' [1]. 

This is something of a personal experience and an experience shared by few of senior colleagues where 
due credit was not cited in a research paper by peer working in same professional or academic circle. It 
sounds quite counterintui�ve where the prac�ce of guest cita�ons is quite common, but it does exist and 
is been spoken in under currents in view of academic compe��on. 

An interes�ng fact about these incidences was that in almost all these incidences the aggrieved surgeon 
had never contacted the authors or the journal to put up their viewpoint. I believe le�er to editor offers 
such a forum and can be used for this purpose. At �mes even published ar�cles from the country were 
ignored by the peers of same country who preferred ci�ng a foreign ar�cle for a concept when a perfectly 
suitable ar�cle was available from a similar academic circle. Again, this was not unheard of, but it was 
very rarely, if ever reported or objected by the original authors. 
Once this concept was formed, I wondered what was the reason for such non-cita�ons. One of the 
foremost reasons that came to mind was professional compe��on or may be academic 'jealousy' 
[although I believe jealousy is too strong a word here]. However, this would require a conscious effort to 
ignore a relevant publica�on and would certainly be difficult for a true researcher. Research is always 
based on thorough review and interpreta�on of literature and if an ar�cle is relevant, it is very difficult to 
be overlooked. Also, to add to this view the original authors also may erroneously feel betrayed for non-
cita�on, when the case was that a more relevant or recent ar�cle was found and cited. This laid in a grey 
area that was open to interpreta�on, especially with the limita�on of word count and reference count by 
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The point of this editorial is simply to bring to everyone's no�ce that these non-cita�ons do happen and 
leave a bi�er taste with the original authors. We should be aware about this, do a thorough literature 
review and give cita�on wherever due. I would suggest erring on the side of ci�ng more ar�cles rather 
than removing ar�cles which are felt less relevant. For conference presenta�on a personal 
communica�on cita�on can be given if the abstracts are not published. Also, sugges�on to the authors 
who felt that they were not cited, would be to either write to the authors or the editors of the journal 
about the same. Most of the �me it would not be an inten�onal error and it will surely help forge new 
bonds and may lead to collabora�ve projects. 
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some journals. Second reason would be sheer ignorance of existence of a prior paper due to incomplete 
peer review. This is an avoidable cause and thorough review of literature would help with this. One 
reason that came to light was experience of publishing a�er listening to one of the talks in a conference. 
We realised that we are using the same technique for even longer than what the conference paper 
claimed, but again we had not published or presented it. So while publishing the paper, the dilemma was 
should we cite the said conference presenta�on or should we not. There is not right answer to this 
dilemma and collec�vely all authors decided not to cite the conference presenta�on. However, as a 
follow up study, we did send a proposal to the said presenter for a collabora�ve project on the same lines. 
I believe a collabora�ve project of such nature would not only resolve the bi�erness but also make a 
stronger case for the study or technique in ques�on. May be a silver lining in this whole issue. 
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